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Allow me to introduce myself
Welcome
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Our activities
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Me and my Cuban Barman
Storytime



Why CX? Are you forgetting about the elephant?
B2B decisions are based on emotion as much as B2C ones

Over 70% of B2B buyers who 

see a personal value in a B2B 

purchase will end up buying the 

product or service.

Does your business deliver?

FUTURELAB
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Fear & Greed

Two B2B stars that thrive on emotion



Show me the money

Building the business case



The good news

But.....arent customers only interested in price?

The same coffee beans

The futures market (march 2016)

in a package at the grocery store

at Nespresso

in a paper/plastic cup from a machine

from a machine in a theme park

in a cup in a big city café

at a deluxe restaurant

in Venice when proposing to my wife

Cost per cup

€ 0.01

€ 0.075

€ 0.40

€ 1.00

€ 2.50

€ 3.50

€ 5.00

I haven’t got a clue!

FUTURELAB
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Customers who recommend 
you are more profitable

Customers that are so happy they are 

likely to recommend a company

• spend more

• negotiate less

• stay longer as customers

• are more open to upselling

• are easier to service

• upgrade quicker

• increase staff morale

• generate new business

• ...

Customer Experience, VoC and the Creation of Profit

Calculating the value of an (un)happy customer
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In times of Crisis?

Especially in times of Crisis!
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So we all believe in the value of CX

But…



There’s just one problem

Many companies roll the dice on customer experience

FUTURELAB
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Whether explicit or implicit

Every brand holds a promise
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The Heineken Value Proposition

14.

Variations of this statement were created and considered during the Berlin workshop:

• We help you grow your business

• We help you keep your margins

• Heineken helps attract good customers

• Towards GFGH: we help you solve your customers’ problems

• We make our customers’ lives easier.

WE SUCCEED BY MAKING
OUR CUSTOMERS SUCCEED

Whether explicit or implicit

What is your companies’ promise?
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Easier said than done

How will your teams deliver against the promise?



Pre-sales Sales After Sales

The Traditional Perspective

Search Evaluate Try Select Wait Search*** *** *** ***

* * * = Confidential
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The Customer’s Reality

Case

Every company forgets steps (2009 Case)

FUTURELAB



Awareness Purchase In-life Post-life

Client Goals

• Rational

• Emotional

• Transactional

Experience Goals

• Touchpoints

• Journeys

• Standards

Business Goals

• Commercial

• Operational

• Brand

• Capabilities

• BehavioursTo help bring the customer promise to 

life by creating a common language, a 

common goal and joint understanding 

of the customer!

And what do we use it for?

What is a Customer Lifecycle / journey?



Getting specific with customer journeys

CASE: The Vodafone Experience Map
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ACTIVITY

What are the steps in your customer journey?
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Chosen Step in the Customer Journey: 

What is their state of mind? (insights)

What are their rational expectations?

What are their emotional expectations?

What do they fear?

What do they hope for?

What makesthem choose you?

How high is the customer’s heartbeat at 

this stage (60-130)?

What are your “must do’s”?

How can you surpass rational

expectations?

How can you surpass emotional

expectations? ‘WOW’

What is the overriding emotion you aim for?

ACTIVITY

Connecting to your customer at every journey step.
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Which are the priorities in your business

DRIVING RESTRAINING NEW

What should you absolutely

continue to do? Do more?

What should you stop doing?  

Do less?

Which new initiatives should you

take?

1

2.

3.

1

2.

3.

1

2.

3.

ACTIVITY
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How to establish Customer Centric thinking in your company

We have developed a framework
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C R E A T E  V A L U E
Based on the outputs of the Core, the 

organization can create value. Key 

opportunities are:

• Close the loop to improve CX

• Use insights to drive sales

• Improve operational efficiency

C O R E  S Y S T E M
The core system at the heart of the 

framework delivers actionable 

insights through:

• Systems

• Metrics 

• Processes

C O M M U N I C A T E  V A L U E
Once captured, value needs to be 

communicated in order to inspire more

people

• Ensure people are Willing, Skilled and 

Able

• Showcase success and ROI 

• Bring other departments and senior 

management on board

C A P T U R E  V A L U E
It isn’t enough to create the value, we must also 

capture it, to effectively prove it to the 

organization. We need to: 

• Show the value of CX and recommendation

• Develop a pragmatic ROI & Business Model

• Implement the right KPIs
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C O R E  S Y S T E M
The core system at the heart of 

the framework delivers 

actionable insights through 

Voice of the Customer and 

Employee:

• Governance

• Systematic VoC(E)

• Processes
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Starting with the basics, CORE means looking at the Customer Lifecycle / 

Journey and having  a very clear understanding of:

• Who to ask (which stakeholders can add value to my insights)

• How to ask (which technologies and methodologies to use)

• When to ask (which touchpoints, interactions, moments in time are 

relevant to the customers’ experience, and increase the likelihood of them 

answering)

• What to ask: which metrics to use, which questions to ask – but also what 

other information to capture. This includes many non-survey elements to 

give us an understanding of the emotions and actions of the customer. 

CORE
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What is Net Promoter?
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Why should you start with NPS?

▪ It is the quickest and simplest 

measurement of your client’s attitude to 

you

▪ You will get deep understanding of the 

reasons for their happiness – or 

dissatisfaction 

▪ You can use the results to take 

immediate action to improve your 

relationship with the client, AND – and 

to plan your long-term improvements

Who else is doing this?

▪ The method is internationally acclaimed 

and used by the most customer-centric 

businesses around the world

▪ It is suitable for evaluating both overall 

relationships with the client, or individual 

most important moments (touchpoints) 

in the client’s lifecycle

▪ The size of the company does not 

matter. Because of individual approach, 

it works for small companies even better 

than for the big ones

The Power of Recommendation - Net Promoter Score

The Net Promoter Score and system is one of the most important ways to track your 

customers attitude to your brand, services and company. It is based on the simple 

question:

How likely are you to recommend?

The answer of this question divides your customers into three categories:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 = very unlikely 10 = very likely

Detractors Passives Promoters

• They are unhappy with you

• They can damage your brand

• They are source of negative 

word of mouth

• They are always sceptic

• Maybe they are Promoters of 

your competition

• They are relatively 

satisfied 

• They compare your offers

• They negotiate

• They look at competitors

• They need excellent service

• They spend more

• They negotiate less

• They stay longer

• They are easier to 

service 

• They upgrade quicker

minus =   NPS
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Images: © DreamstimeNet Promoter magic: a short questionnaire leads to

High response rates + quality, emotional  information 
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Tools
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Google Forms

Ecommerce – built in tools, or:

Images: © DreamstimeSimple tools to start

Do it yourself
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Set up the VoC

Create and send the invitations
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Set up your survey

Simple questionaire!
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Example Semistructured Interview
Status questions - every 6 months

▪ Would you recommend us? Why? Are there any weak points?

▪ Have you actually recommended us? Why/Why not?

▪ How is everything going at the moment?

▪ Are you getting what was promised?

▪ Are we dealing correctly with all stakeholders in the company?

▪ Are we challenging you enough?

▪ Is it fun to work with us?

▪ Is there anyone in the team who has made a special contribution?

Images: © DreamstimeDo it yourself

Not many clients? Call them!
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Do you want that solved right 

away, or can it wait a few days 

so I go to the bottom of it?

INSPIRATION CASE:

Philips NPS Change Agents

Short, pragmatic questions – in a popup, in a chat, in a conversation

It starts really simple – just ask!
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Its impossible to handle the 

customers call efficiently, as I 

have to log in to the CRM 

system 4 times every call.

Customers really hate the 

new invoices, they don’t 

understand them

INSPIRATION CASE:

Philips NPS Change Agents

Ask your primary resource

Ask your employees!
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C R E AT E  V AL U E
Based on the outputs of the Core, 

the organization can create value. 

Key opportunities are:

• Close the loop to improve CX

• Use insights to drive sales

• Improve operational 

efficiency



ROI

Customer

Action
Root 

Cause

Prioritise

Action Capture

Alert

The real ROI of NPS comes from the Closed  Loop
Driving action
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Why Closed Loop is great:

30/11/202

2
37

1. Direct Voice of the Customer versus blind averages

▪ Toyota Dealers, after the pilot ended: “Can we keep on doing this? 
We will PAY for it!”

2. Ability to solve the issue immediately on the spot , without dropping it 
or escalating unnecessarily

3. Gives responsibility to people, not to management – promoting 
proactivity

4. Allows to pick up dropped leads and even upsell

5. Possibility to stop detraction even if the issue is impossible to solve, 
because customer gets closure.

6. Stimulate promoters to actively go out and recommend you 
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My favourite case

How to Learn from Verbatims
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Would I recommend you? Ha, I already sold 3 grills 

for you. Why? Because the meat tastes so much 

better!

My favourite case

How to Learn from Comments
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Die Preise senken ;) 

(9)

Preise sind sehr 

hoch.  (10)

Preis/Leistung     

Preis hoch, 

Leistung auch gut...     

schönes Design (9)

Hmmm, vielleicht 

etwas günstiger 

werden?(9)

Leider sind Ihre Preise 

doch recht hoch.   Kann 

man über eine günstigere 

Serie anbieten?  Meine 

Freunde scheuen die 

hohen Preise.   Ich bin 

mit meinem Performer 

super zufrieden! (10)

na ja, die Preise sind 

schon "saftig„ (10)

Den Preis :-) (10)

My favourite example

How to learn from comments the easy way
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Some Lessons  & quick wins achieved:

- Adapt your marketing to the customers ‘ 

perception -> double sales in 3 years

- Figure out that ‘ price’  is just a default 

answer by comparing the verbatims in 

the different categories: -> keep 

margins

- 80% of all customer unhappiness is in 

the end due to communication 

shortcomings -> the ultimate quick and 

cheap wins

My favourite example

How to learn from verbatims the easy way
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▪ Check share of wallet

▪ Just pick up the phone

▪ “Thanks for the great score…”

My favourite (B2B) example

Make sales your friend….
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C AP T U R E  V AL U E
It isn’t enough to create the value, we 

must also capture it, to effectively prove

it to the organization. We need to: 

• Show the value of CX and 

recommendation

• Develop a pragmatic ROI & Business 

Model

• Implement the right KPIs
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Which are the main customer value drivers in automotive?
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Customer Value

Word-of-mouth effect (+/-)

Total Customer Value

Promoter

9-10

Detractor

0-1-2-3-4-5-6
Passive

7-8

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________

FUTURELAB
How to build a (simple) business case

Let’s calculate
• Car margin €  1.000

• Average life: 5 years 

• Avg. service visit margin: € 50

# Purchases over life time

Purchase margin of car

Value service visits over life time
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# Purchases over life time

Customer Value

Purchase margin of car

Word-of-mouth effect (+/-)

Total Customer Value

Promoter

9-10

Detractor

0-1-2-3-4-5-6
Passive

7-8

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________

1

€  1.000

€  200

2

€  2.000

€  500

4

€  4.000

€  1.000

€  1.200 €  2.500 €  5.000

Value service visits over life time

FUTURELAB
How to build a (simple) business case

Let’s calculate
• Car margin €  1.000

• Average life: 5 years 

• Avg. service visit margin: € 50
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Word of Mouth Impact at a Global Luxury Car Brand

How many customers 

did you stop from 

choosing us?

How many customers 

did you bring us?

1 4
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# Purchases over life time

Value service visits over life time

Customer Value

Purchase margin of car

Word-of-mouth effect (+/-)

Total Customer Value

Promoter

9-10

Detractor

0-1-2-3-4-5-6
Passive

7-8

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________

1

€  1.000

€  200

2

€  2.000

€  500

4

€  4.000

€  1.000

€  1.200 €  2.500 €  5.000

€  -2.500 €  0 €  10.000

€  -1.300 €  2.500 €  15.000

FUTURELAB
How to build a (simple) business case

Let’s calculate
• Car margin €  1.000

• Average life: 5 years 

• Avg. service visit margin: € 50
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Customer Value Calculation: Example (NPS Style)

Intrinsic customer value

The amount the 

customer spends per 

purchase

X

The number of 

purchases a customer 

makes a year

X

The number of years a 

customer stays loyal.

Word-of-mouth value

The number of 

customers 

attracted/chased away 

by word-of-mouth

X

The value of a new 

customer

Other value drivers

Cost to serve differential

Staff morale & turnover

Market intelligence

Reputation management

+ +
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B2B Business Case, simple version

60.096 

75.358 

102.956 

 -

 20.000

 40.000

 60.000

 80.000

 100.000

 120.000

Detractor Passive Promoter

+25%

+37%

Based on Umsatz 2016

Q.: Wie wahrscheinlich ist es, dass Sie XXX einem Freund, einem Familienmitglied oder einem befreundeten Unternehmer empfehlen würden?
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Total Customer

50.000

15% Detractors

7.500

35% Passives

17.500

50% Promoters

25.000

Value (€)

Detractors 60.000

Passives 75.000

Promoters 100.000

Potential: € 112 M Potential: € 437 M

B2B Business Case, simple version
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C O M M U N I C AT E  

V AL U E
Once captured, value needs to be 

communicated in order to inspire

more people

• Ensure people are Willing, Skilled 

and Able

• Showcase success and ROI 

• Bring other departments and 

senior management on board



Getting to action requires more than good intentions

INSPIRATION CASE:

Philips NPS Change Agents

The bottom line

People need to “want” to be customer-centric

Able

Can they act, or does 
business get in the way

Skilled

Do they have the knowledge and
practice to do what is right

Willing

Do they want to behave in a customer-centric manner

FUTURELAB



Every employee wants to act on the customer’s voice
The good news

FUTURELAB
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Conclusions
Almost done ☺

55
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Summarising - The CCCC-Model
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C R E A T E  V A L U E
Based on the outputs of the Core, the 

organization can create value. Key 

opportunities are:

• Close the loop to improve CX

• Use insights to drive sales

• Improve operational efficiency

C O R E  S Y S T E M
At the core is the Futurelab VoC 

calibrate approach, which delivers 

actionable insights through Voice of 

the Customer and Employee:

• Governance

• Systematic VoC(E)

• Processes

C O M M U N I C A T E  V A L U E
Once captured, value needs to be 

communicated in order to inspire more

people

• Ensure people are Willing, Skilled and 

Able

• Showcase success and ROI 

• Bring other departments and senior 

management on board

C A P T U R E  V A L U E
It isn’t enough to create the value, we must also 

capture it, to effectively prove it to the 

organization. We need to: 

• Show the value of CX and recommendation

• Develop a pragmatic ROI & Business Model

• Implement the right KPIs
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We‘ll try to help
For resources, brainstorming or sparring

https://www.futurelab.net/inspiration

Book a call or private webinar: 

https://tinyurl.com/CallStefanKolle

Send an email: sko@futurelab.net

https://tinyurl.com/CallStefanKolle
mailto:sko@futurelab.net

